
Venus Alchemy 
Leo Morning Star

2nd Chakra 6th Gate
Releasing Distortions and Blocks

In Our Physical Bodies that Inhibit Pleasure
.

with Cayelin K Castell and Sheridan Semple



Queen Goddess Prayer 
Releasing Distortions at the Sacral Chakra

Beloved Queen Goddess of Inspired Sensual Embodiment
Mistress Of Intimacy, Fulfilling Our Deepest Desires
Thank you for Guiding Me In Releasing 
All that prevents me from Joyously Receiving 
More Beauty, More Love, More Pleasure, More FUN, More Joy, 
More Health, Wealth and Well Being - Than I Have Ever Previously Imagined
Thank you for guiding Me To Acknowledge and Release any Fear
I may still have around Ecstatic Intimacy 
So That I Experience Its Deepest Gifts And Transformation

Oh, Mighty Loving One Anchored In Sensual, Pleasurable Life Force Energy
You Who Know the Ways of Ecstasy and Pleasure in the Physical Body
Including Healthy Expressions Of Personal Value And Self Worth
Thank you for Guiding Me in how Best to LET GO
Of all the ways I have ever believed I am NOT Worthy, 
NOT Valued and NOT Valuable Just the Way I AM
Help Me Release Any and ALL Distortions within ME
Including whatever prevents me from Truly Feeling Blissful Life Force Energy In My Body
So, I am Living My Life in Ways that are genuinely Pleasurable, Euphoric, Ecstatic, Magical and FUN! 
It is Done, It is So, And So It IS. Thank you, Thank you, Thank you! Blessed Be!
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Overview
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Sky Magic

Leo Meta Goddess in Capricorn and Aquarius

Honoring the Queens

Sacral Chakra

Plant Spirit Medicine

Home Play - Deepening Exercises

Ceremonial Magic and Activation

Q & A followed by Connection Groups



Imbolc Cross Quarter — Feb 4
Sun 15° Aquarius



Feb 06, 2024
6:30 am



Feb 07, 2024
6:30 am



Feb 07, 2024
1:12 pm

Tucson, AZ
Out of Bounds Moon 

is 27°



Feb 08, 2024
7:15 am



Feb 09, 2024
3:59 pm

Tucson, AZ

Aquila
The Eagle

The Goatfish

The Southern Fish

The Waterbearer

The Aquarius Perigee (Super) New Moon
Begins the Year of the Dragon





1904, 1964, 2024 Year of the Wood Dragon
.

Dragon Years 
1916, 1928, 1940, 1952, 1964, 1976, 1988,
2000, 2012, 2024, 2036

Dragons are associated with supernatural power, good luck, wisdom, 
strength, hidden knowledge, protection, and transformation.

In the context of the ascension process the dragon 
represents the inner strength and resilience needed 
to navigate spiritual growth and transformation.

Dragon years are a great time to cultivate and 
deepen our relationship to Dragon energies.

Dragons remind us we are powerful and can achieve 
anything we want. 

Obstacles are opportunities for us to shine. 
Change is a natural part of life and dragons encourage 
us to embrace it instead of resisting it.



Dragon Magic Jan 29, 2024 from the Tucson Gem Show



February New Moon
2nd Moon Cycle Clan Mother

Wisdom Keeper
Oh keeper of ancient knowing,
Whisper your Wisdom to Me,
That I may always remember
Life’s sacred mystery.
.

The stories of the Grandmothers,
Brave deeds, great and small,
The progress of the Faithful,
Who answer our Mother’s call.
.

The cycles and the seasons
That mark our every change,
The rebirth of our visions,
The spirit we have reclaimed.

Here truth is the victor
Of the war that dwells within,
Bringing every human heart
To Celebration in the end.

https://www.barbarawrightart.com/work
s/954157/wisdom-keeper-bald-eagle-
medicine-shield-13-original-clan-mothers 

https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/954157/wisdom-keeper-bald-eagle-medicine-shield-13-original-clan-mothers
https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/954157/wisdom-keeper-bald-eagle-medicine-shield-13-original-clan-mothers
https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/954157/wisdom-keeper-bald-eagle-medicine-shield-13-original-clan-mothers


February New Moon
2nd Moon Cycle Clan Mother
Wisdom Keeper
.

She teaches us the wisdom in every 
life form and its missions

She teaches us how to be a friend and 
restore friendship by honoring the 
viewpoints of all life forms

LESSON – how to HONOR THE TRUTH

Protectress of sacred traditions, 
keeper of the stone libraries and 
earth history

Guardian of “the remembering” 
and the art of memory

Mother of friendship, planetary 
unity and mutual understanding

She teaches us the art of self-
development and expansion, how 
to access planetary memory, 
personal recall and ancient 
wisdom and knowledge

https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/95
3503/wisdom-keeper-13-original-clan-
mothers-february 

https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/953503/wisdom-keeper-13-original-clan-mothers-february
https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/953503/wisdom-keeper-13-original-clan-mothers-february
https://www.barbarawrightart.com/works/953503/wisdom-keeper-13-original-clan-mothers-february


Venus and Mars 
Conjunction — 7° Aquarius
Feb. 21-22
(11:14 PM PST)

Feb. 20 Feb. 22
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Feb 9 begins the year 
of the Dragon with 

the New Moon 
Square Uranus

Unusual Out of the 
ordinary possibilities

Feb 04 exact Imbolc Cross-Quarter (Sun 15°Aquarius) and Mercury enters Aquarius
Feb 05  Venus 16° Capricorn Square Chiron 16°Aries
Feb 07 Venus Moon 19°Capricorn at the Sacral Chakra Gate 
Feb 09 New Moon at 20°Aquarius 40’ and Beginning Year of the Dragon
Feb 12/13 Mars enters Aquarius and then catches up to Pluto
Feb 16 Venus enters Aquarius and catches up to Pluto the next day
Feb 18 Sun enters Pisces
Feb 21/22 Venus and Mars meet at 6°Aquarius 57’
Feb 22/23 Mercury enters Pisces
Feb 24 Full Moon at 5°Virgo 23’ opposite Sun 5°Pisces 23’ 
and Venus 10°Aquarius 30’ squares Jupiter 10°Taurus  30’
Feb 27 Mars 10°Aquarius 52’ squares Jupiter 10° Taurus 52’
Feb 28 Sun conjunct Mercury 9°Aquarius 14’ and Saturn conjunct Saturn 9°Aquarius 46’
Mar 03 Venus 19°Aquarius 39’ square Uranus 19°Taurus 39’
Mar 07 Mars conjunct Moon 18°Aquarius 34’
Mar 08 Venus conjunct Moon at the Root Chakra Gate 26°Aquarius 08’
Mar 10 Pisces New Moon 20°Pisces 16’ 

Leo Morning Star Sacral Chakra Gate 2024

All Times are Pacific 
Time Unless 

otherwise noted.



thru Feb 16
The Leo Goddess expresses through the Capricorn Goddess, as we discover deeper 
layers of our Divine Selves, finding greater Self Love in service to others, utilizing 
fire and earth. We heal, in part, to serve the generations to follow, paving the way 
for their fuller experiences of abundance, creativity and healthy sexuality.

How does grounding ourselves into our physical experiences help us to release the 
distortions to our abundant creative powers? How does the wise one within teach 
us that we are the Divine embodied, manifesting from our divine wombs — no 
matter our biology? How does healing ourselves serve others?

We walk with the Lioness and Crone Goddesses to bring the Divine into into our 
physical bodies and into our practical, real-world experiences.

What would it feel like to release any wounds that block our inspired sexuality?
What would it take to release any distortions preventing us from manifesting our 
creative powers?
How would it feel to be liberated from obstacles that impede our infinite 
abundance, always feeling supported by the divine?

Releasing at the Sacral Chakra 
Leo Meta-Goddess with 

Venus in Capricorn

Artist unknown



Releasing at the Sacral Chakra 
Leo Meta-Goddess with 

Venus in Aquarius
Feb 16 – Mar 11

The Leo Goddess expresses through the Aquarius Goddess to serve our souls 
with fire and air. We explore our Divine natures, cultivate greater Self Love 
through increased consciousness, detachment and the collecting of 
information, in order to clear distortions that hold back our creative, 
abundant and sexual powers.

How does detachment serve loving ourselves more fully? How does 
envisioning the bigger picture bring us more fully into our Divine natures? 
How does increasing our consciousness invite greater Love into our 
generative wombs (again regardless of our biology)?

We walk with the Lioness and Eagle Goddesses to comprehend from a wider 
outlook, allowing us to perceive the blockages to our creative powers, so we 
may release them. 

How would it feel to release distortions to our living in mindful abundance?
What would it take to let go of any fears around our intentional creativity?
What would it take to remove any blocks to experiencing conscious 
sexuality?

Art by Susan Seddon Boulet



She is a Mother Goddess of Power, Nourishment, Devotion, 
Motherhood, Fertility and Harmony. 

Parvati means “Daughter of the Mountain.”

She is one of the central deities of the goddess-oriented sect 
called Shaktisim and the supreme goddess in Shaivism.

In her full expression, she is a physical representation of Adi 
Shakti, the supreme Goddess, the primordial power behind the 
creation of the universe — the creator and destroyer.

Parvati is an embodiment of Shakti — the fundamental cosmic 
energy. Representing dynamic forces that permeate the universe, 
Shakti embodies feminine energy.

In Shaivism, she is the recreative energy and power of Shiva, and 
she is the cause of the bond that connects all beings with the 
means of their spiritual release.

Honoring the Queens
Parvati at the Sacral Chakra

from Wikipedia and Britannica



Leo Blocks Around 
Pleasure and Intimacy

Leo Blocks Around Pleasure
• I’m so focused on how I look, and how others 

see me that I don’t even KNOW if I’m feeling 
pleasure

• I am so distracted by external standards of 
success I am not allowing myself to really 
know what creative activities light me up and 
bring me pleasure

Leo Blocks Around Intimacy
• I don’t want to be vulnerable
• I need to be in charge
• I must be center stage 
• I don’t know how to share and be vulnerable
• I can’t give up commanding the space



How does your inner Leo Meta Goddess block 
pleasure, intimacy, and sexual aliveness? 
For what reasons? 

What would it take for your inner Leo Meta 
Goddess to release and heal these blocks and 
experience genuine pleasure and deep intimacy?  

How does Healthy Pleasure, Creativity and 
Life Force energy serve the Leo Meta Goddess in 
truly loving and valuing herself?



What if it’s all sacred? What if we come to see money as one more 
modality to engage in a sacred way with the world?

Each of us has a money story that influences our decisions about 
earning, spending, saving, and how we interact with the world. What is 
your internal dialogue about money?

Financial freedom is possible, if we remember that money is not our 
source, but rather God, Goddess, or the Universe—however you define 
the Greater Good—is our Source.

You and I are the imaginal cells of the new future we are creating with 
our money.

As we honor our relationship with money to include our sacred self, we 
also honor the Divinity in each other. We can transform the financial 
system with which we interact so that it too can become just, kind, and 
regenerative. By adding caring, compassion, and kinship to our money 
flow, we impact the world in beautiful ways.

Sacred Money: The Power of Heart-Centered Finance
by Genevieve Chavez Mitchell

Find Sacred Money here

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0CNJK2SYB


• Money for Leo is a resource/tool to support them in 
shining bright. Healthy Leo also loves to support 
others in shining their light.

• Our Money and Value paradigm changes as our 
perspective about them changes recognizing there is 
more than enough for everyone.

• Money and Healthy Personal Value as expressed 
through Leo is knowing you are divinely supported 
when valuing who you are and how you show up.

• The Leo Meta Goddess might ask: How do we infuse 
money with sacred intent including divinely inspired 
use in supporting and uplifting ALL life? 

Similarities between 
Leo and Money/Value

Sekhmet on a Silver Dollar



Turmeric – Sacral Chakra
• Bright Sacral Chakra orange
• Warming
• Uplifting
• Supports clarity
• Protection spiritually, 

emotionally and physically
• Anti-inflammatory
• Immune system support
• Liver cleanser
• Gallstones
• Cholesterol balancing
• Aphrodisiac, aids sexual 

desire



Home Play 
Deepening Practices

• Connect with Venus Altar and Venus Journal

• See if you can see Venus with Moon on the 6th, 7th, 8th

 
• Morning Star Venus Buddy Check-In 
• Ceremony With Venus & Moon in Morning Sky – BE

• Set your intention for what you are releasing and work with 
any of the questions listed here that resonate with you.

• Listen to Guided Journeys and Meditations most especially 
the Sacral Chakra Release

• Share your experiences and insights on Facebook or send us 
an email and we will post it for you.
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Ceremony
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Guidelines
Joining the Session is Optional

Purpose is to foster community, 
connection and offer mutual support

We are here to listen and be heard                                                                   
(please, no cross talking or interrupting)

We are not here to fix or judge – just 
listen

Give everyone an opportunity to share 
(be mindful of the time)

Feel free to continue the conversation by 
mutual agreement via personal messaging 
after the class

Connection Groups 



Connecting Conversation
Start with Your Name 
Where You are From

Suggested Topics:

• What has been your 
experience with the Solar 
Plexus Chakra Gate? 

• What are your intentions for 
the Sacral Chakra Gate?

• Do you hold back your creative 
powers?
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